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3“Super Charging” Sales at Conferences and Trade Shows

In a few short years, digital technology has transformed the very 

essence of B2B marketing. Yet trade shows and conferences, 

decidedly “analog” marketing tools, have not only survived in the 

digital era but thrived, representing a $570 billion total spend in 

2018.

All but the most simplistic B2B sales require the exchange of 

knowledge and trust that can only come from a relationship between 

human beings. You can’t do that on a screen—at least not yet. More 

Meetings = More Sales. Meetings are the true currency of B2B sales. 

The challenge for marketers and sales managers is to generate the 

greatest number of meetings in an efficient, scalable manner.

This is where conferences and trade shows enter the picture. Today’s 

conferences and trade shows have become modern day “village 

squares” where buyers and sellers (and interested onlookers) 

regularly convene to connect and collaborate. The enduring 

popularity of events (often representing the single largest line item 

in many marketing budgets) testifies to its well-earned rep as a sales 

multiplier. The ROI from events are indeed eye-opening, but lofty 

returns remain elusive for many companies.

Getting full value from conference and trade show investments 

requires a ballet-like choreography that, in the past, involved 

administrative and logistical activities that made huge demands on 

time. In addition, many attendees take an open-ended approach to 

preparation before, during, and after an event, relying on serendipity 

and informal networks to drive results—not necessarily a recipe for 

success.

The less-than-perfect status quo yields easily to a connected set of 

marketing and sales enablement best practices and the smart application 

of newly emerging Meeting Automation Platform technology. This e-book 

will lay out out the step-by-step guide for meeting sales success, from 

beginning to end, and all the important milestones in between. Let’s 

begin our journey through conference land!

Conferences and 
Trade Shows: 

New Village 
Squares Emerge 
in the Digital Era

INTRODUCTION

https://www.summitsync.com/


The Conference and Trade Show 5 P’s: 
Proper Preparation Prevents Poor Performance

What You’ll Learn:

Finding the right hands to shake at conferences and trade shows starts with 
knowing who is going to be there. Attendee lists are few and far between, 
but they are what will set you and your team apart. Gone are the days of 
“corporate tourism” when conferences and trade shows were often treated 
as paid vacations. Teams now must arrive at events thoroughly prepared with 
a coordinated and ambitious plan of attack.

Build killer attendee prospect lists

Write cold emails that convert into in-person meetings

Follow through toward a sale
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Build an Attendee List 
Obtaining an attendee list is only the first step. Once you get your hands on some form of the list—be it from the event 
organizer or a predicted list of attendees produced by a meeting automation platform such as SummitSync—it’s critical 
to leverage it into handshakes and meaningful opportunities for your team’s success. Here are our best practices for pre-
conference preparation.

1. MATCH IT AGAINST YOUR CRM

Running an attendee list against the contacts 
in your CRM provides useful insight into the 
top tier prospects and leads that you should be 
reaching out to before the big event. Armed 
with this information, you can also better 
understand which sales team members to send 
to the event by having a better picture of who 
has the most prospects or leads going to the 
show. The HubSpot CRM is an excellent, free 
start to keeping your contacts organized.

http://summitsync.com/
https://www.hubspot.com/products/crm
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Lastly, don’t forget about LinkedIn! Having your 
sales teams use LinkedIn to individually reach 
out to prospects before the event is highly 
valuable, as the prospect places a name with a 
face before the event.

2. CRAFT A REACH OUT STRATEGY

Once you find out which of your prospects and leads are attending 
the show, the next step is crafting a compelling reach out strategy.

For Tier A prospects, a good route is sending a personalized email 
where you discuss how you can solve their problems and express 
your desire for a meeting at the show. This is a particularly fruitful 
strategy for a sales team member that already has a connection to, 
or has previously met with, the prospect.

For lower tier prospects that you maybe don’t want to devote as 
much human-to-human time to, a drip campaign leading up to the 
event is often successful in promoting awareness and potentially a 
meeting. Paid advertising is another option for lower tier prospects, 
particularly when used to schedule meetings directly with your team 
during the event.

Don’t forget that as the big event draws near, email inboxes tend to 
explode. Breakthrough the clutter of email and differentiate yourself 
by actually picking up the phone and calling people directly—a 
phone call is a strong interim between the digital and real-world.
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3. RUN DIGITAL ADS

Have a networking event you’re hosting at the conference? Giving away a free pass before the show?  
Whatever your pre-show strategy is, you can and should run social ads targeted at the attendee list.

On LinkedIn, you can upload an email list and target specific groups around events. Due to the B2B nature of trade show 
attendee lists, Facebook often doesn’t materialize high-quality matches when trying to run ads. However, if you have the 
budget, it’s wise to do some testing. 

For partner events like Marketo’s Marketing Nation, 
HubSpot Inbound, or Dreamforce, you can target the 
platform name as interests. This is especially helpful for 
targeting those who are in sales and marketing roles, as 
they’re the ones interacting with the platforms.

We’ve done some digging into the best times to start pre-
show PPC campaigns. Our research revealed that search 
results start to spike six to eight weeks before the event 
and they surge about two to three weeks before the event. 
So, get in the ad game early to save money.
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4. CREATE A TWITTER LIST

One of the most underused social 
media hacks for events are Twitter 
lists. Simply add all of your top 
prospects into a locked list on 
Twitter before the event. Then, 
leading up to the event, you can like 
your prospects’ posts and tweet at 
them to heighten your presence on 
the trade show floor. They’re also 
extremely beneficial in post-show 
follow-up by ensuring you don’t 
forget to keep interacting with these 
prospects.
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Convert Cold Emails into Sales Meetings
If you’re tasked with setting up meetings at events, you’re probably reaching out to current partners and sales pipeline to 
schedule meetings. But, if you aren’t also sending cold emails to relevant attendees, you could be missing out on a huge 
revenue opportunity.

Taking the time to send thoughtful cold emails has huge potential upside, and if done right they can be effective for booking 
meetings at the very first touch. The ‘done right’ part is where it can get tricky. There’s an art and science to it that can be  
complicated to execute, but setting more meetings at events makes it well worth it. 

1. FIND YOUR RELEVANT HANDSHAKES

What is the primary goal of any cold email? For someone else to 
read it and take action.

Before you send out any cold emails, make sure to ask yourself: 
What does the receiver stand to gain out of this? What do I stand to 
gain out of this relationship? Don’t send cold emails for meetings at 
events that don’t matter. Events are expensive and you don’t want to 
waste time with a first-touch meeting that could have been a phone 
call at your desk.

Before you send another cold 
email to set meetings at events, it’s 
important to remember: Everyone 
gets a ridiculous amount of emails 
every day. Decision makers receive 

even more and open even less. 
Patience is a virtue.
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3. DRAFTING THE EMAIL

Have you heard of the 3-Second Rule? No, not the one about eating 
food you dropped on the ground. The 3-Second Rule we’re talking 
about is that it takes people less than 3 seconds to decide whether to 
respond, ignore, read, or delete an email—Not a lot of time to make a 
big impression.

This is why doing your homework comes in handy. Every cold email you 
send should be short, 100% personalized, and actionable. Remember 
that these folks probably know nothing about your company and don’t 
have any clue why they should meet with you. 

Don’t forget about the subject line. This is their first impression of you 
and your brand, so make it count. Try adding a pinch of personalization 
in the subject line if you can.

Here are some great 
things to keep in mind 
when sending that first 
cold email:

2. DO YOUR HOMEWORK

If you want your cold email read, doing your homework is an absolute 
requirement. Research both the company and the person to find 
any applicable news, updates, articles, etc., that can help establish a 
personal connection. Take notes on any important facts or figures that 
you can use in your cold email.

Keep it short, but useful

Make it relevant

Use a “trigger” word

Avoid typical openings so that you 
can stand out

Make sure it’s got a personal 
touch—be human!

Ensure the subject of your email is 
specific and to the point

If you can, leverage a connection

Thank them
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Remember, it’s 
All in the Follow 
Through
Patience is a virtue. Even if you sent out a 
hyper-targeted, super personalized email 
they might not respond. People are busy. 
If at first you don’t succeed, dust yourself 
off and try again. After a day or two of no 
response, it’s totally fine to send a follow-
up email. 

Don’t be that person that hounds 
someone with a dozen cold emails. 
Rejection can be hard, but it’s better 
to move on than to waste time on 
something that won’t come to fruition. 
You can try emailing a different person 
at the company but make sure you go 
through the entire process with every 
cold meeting request.

4. TAKE ACTION!

You’ve sent out the email now you can sit back and wait for a 
response, right? Wrong! You need to get them to notice you and 
take action. Once you send the email out, give them and the com-
pany a follow on social media. Share one of their blog articles to 
your Twitter account. Add a comment to a recent blog post. Do 
everything you can to make them notice you and your email!



Best Practices to Booking Productive 
Meetings

What You’ll Learn:

The key for managing the unpredictable chaos of conferences and trade 
shows is to be prepared for it, which is why we’re highlighting some simple 
ways teams can prepare for more productive meetings at events and put 
those event marketing dollars to work to open doors and close deals.

Meet with decision makers

Calendar invite best practices to keep it all together

Use text messages to stand out from the crowd

Insider tips on having the best meetings possible

1
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Dwight Hooker Nice pic Oct 10

Vic, me (3) What an awesome weekend Oct 10

Larry, me (3) How about a dinner later this week? Oct 10

Teddi, me (3) I want this watch now#shopping Oct 4

Jeff, me (12) NY trip Oct 3

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Alexander, me (2) A letter from the Image Processing Institute Oct 2

Vic Vega
You: Don’t fck w me

Det. Freddie Newa
You: Haha, don’t

Larry Dimmick
You: I did that

Lenna
:-|

C Cime, Mr Pink
You were in a vide

Mr. Pink
You: Boom, I got it

Mr. Brown
You: Man, you nailed it

Inbox (11,457)
Starred

Important

Chats

Sent Mail

All Mail

My Important todos

work stuff (1,233)
holiday plans

COMPOSE COMPOSE Social Promotions Updates
Kickstarter.com

1 new
Primary

Gmail More 1–100 45,900of

Extend Additional Informal Invites
Yes! You landed the meeting you’ve been dreaming of for months, but you’re not yet sure if your contact is 
the actual decision maker. Don’t waste this opportunity to meet the bigger team. Meetings at events are a 
unique opportunity to shake hands with real influencers. Since folks rarely travel alone, make sure you ask 
your prospect if they’d like anyone else traveling to the show to attend the meeting, and provide the name 
of their boss if possible.
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Send a Very Detailed 
Calendar Invite
The last thing you want is a partner or 
prospect getting flustered trying to find 
the meeting spot. Provide a very detailed 
description of where you’re going to meet, 
both in the location box and in the notes 
section of the calendar invite. If you can, 
provide directions to and from their hotel or 
the main expo center so they will know exactly 
how to get to the meeting.

Populate the “notes” section of the invite 
with copious details about the meeting, 
including who is attending, the exact location, 
the agenda, and the status of any prior 
discussions. Don’t forget to provide your 
phone number in the subject and notes 
section in case they need to track you down.

Better yet, use a meeting 
automation platform and get 

your own personalized meeting 
link and details automatically 

logged for you!

http://summitsync.com/
http://summitsync.com/
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Use Text Messages to 
Break Through the Clutter
People are busy. Conferences and trade shows seem 
to exacerbate this even further by stretching decision 
makers’ time management skills to the limit. They’re 
hopping from meetings to keynotes to client dinners with 
very little time to breathe, let alone look at their inboxes 
or detailed notes in calendar invites.

Sending a text message is a great way to ensure the on-
the-go attendee actually receives your meeting reminder. 
Text messages have an open rate of 98% and a 45% 
response rate, so the opportunity to grab their attention 
and get them to the meeting is best here.

First, provide the necessary details in the message 
including your name, company, the meeting location, and 
any additional notes or context. Now that you’ve got their 
attention, keep it. If you’re at a big event like Dreamforce, 

text them directions or share your location to make it 
easier for them to find the meeting location. Whatever 
you do, make sure that you increase your chances that 
they’ll actually receive the meeting reminder and that it 
provides immediate, attention-grabbing value for them.

Text messages 
have an open rate 
of 98% and a 45% 

response rate.
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Don’t Rely on the WiFi
We’ve all been the victim of a bad internet connection. Generally,  
it’s a quick fix or a call to your IT person—but there’s no quick fixing  
an event’s internet connection on the fly when a client is sitting right  
in front of you, waiting for your next move.

Instead of floundering, have a backup plan. This might mean having a 
PowerPoint deck or a downloaded video demo of the product instead 
of a live demo environment if you’re meeting with prospective partners. 
Or you can make sure tethering to your charged (!) smartphone is 
working and ready.

Every type of meeting will require different resources, so make sure  
you and your team can succeed with or without an internet connection.

Productive Meetings at Events 
Starts with Preparation
Conferences and trade shows can be absolute chaos, but your 
meetings don’t have to be. Focus on the things you can control,  
provide immense value to everyone you’re meeting with, and don’t 
forget to enjoy the benefits of all your team’s hard work.

Have a Backup 
Meeting Space
Did we mention how chaotic events can be? 
Sometimes a conversation runs over in the 
meeting room or there are no seats at the cafe 
and your meeting is in ten minutes. You could 
panic, or you could prepare ahead of time for 
the unpredictable nature of events. Although 
you can’t prepare for everything, understanding 
the layout of the venue and places nearby can 
help mitigate situations like the above.



Use #SocialMedia to Run Circles 
Around Competitors

What You’ll Learn:

With 83% of B2B marketers heavily invested in events, it’s time we start 
using social media to its fullest potential. With precision and personalization 
fashioned into your event marketing on social media, you’ll secure more 
meetings—and more handshakes.

Use social media to your advantage

Connect with prospects on Twitter

Build a networking strategy through Facebook and LinkedIn 
Groups

1
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Some tactics that could work 
to your advantage are:

1. TRACK ALL VERSIONS OF EVENT HASHTAGS

There are dozens of social media tools to track hashtags, like 
Keyhole or Sprout Social. Many marketers use these tools to 
monitor their brand mentions, stay in the know on relevant 
hashtags, and even track event-based hashtags.

However, there is one small trick to get more out of these 
tools, especially when it comes to event-based hashtags. 
There is usually an official event tag promoted by the 
event itself. For example, the Consumer Electronics Show’s 
official 2019 hashtag is #CES2019. However, thousands 
of folks are using similar versions of the hashtag including 
#CES and #CES19. If you do this within Tweetdeck, you can 
easily follow and add folks to a Twitter list to then reach out 
personally and schedule a meeting.
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2. SEARCH THE EVENT HASHTAGS OFF TWITTER

Not everyone uses Twitter, so be thorough and plug the event 
hashtags into Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram as well. These 
platforms are also ideal for finding, researching, and reaching out 
to people before and during the event.

One great advantage of Instagram is the ability to direct message 
anyone on the platform. Marketers can stand out from the crowd 
and send a meeting invite through social media versus email.

3. FIND RELEVANT FACEBOOK AND LINKEDIN GROUPS

Joining Facebook and LinkedIn Groups lets you connect with a 
cache of prospects you know are attending the event. The best way 
to really connect with other group members is by sharing great, 
relevant content.

On LinkedIn, whether the group is crowdsourced or sponsored by 
the event organizer, whole teams and their decision makers are 
often represented. You can peruse the member’s list as well as the 
likes and comments—then reach out to schedule a meeting at the 
event.



FOUR

So How Did We Do?

What You’ll Learn:

Did you know that less than 50% of marketers have a standardized process 
to measure the value of event sponsorship? In fact, over 70% of marketers 
say the most common metric to measure ROI is the amount of media 
exposure generated

Calculate ROI on an event

Best post-event practices to implement with your team

1

2

Getting Your Arms Around Event ROI

https://www.summitsync.com/blog/guide-to-measuring-event-roi/
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With conferences and trade shows being one of 
the largest line items of B2B marketing budgets, 
measuring event success based on media exposure 
and brand awareness is no longer adequate. 
Marketers are no longer just brand builders, they’re 
expected to focus on revenue generating activities 
and that starts with having a solid plan.

After the event, the first step in measuring ROI is 
adding up all the costs. From the client dinners to 
the flights and swag, event costs can lurch in every 
corner, so make sure you, or the accounting team, 
take the time to add up all the costs associated with 
the event.

Calculating the total cost of an event can sometimes 
be elusive thanks to products like stickers, banners, 
and tablecloths which are generally used across 
events. Don’t get too lost in the weeds when starting 
out measuring event success — remember the old 
adage of keeping it simple.

Remember: Directly “after the event” is 
not the exact time period you should be 
measuring for results. Maybe your goal 

involved increasing engagement on social 
media during the event, in which case your 

time period should be the actual event 
dates, not afterward.



Have a Post-
Event Heart to 
Heart with Your 
Teams
Having real, honest, and data-driv-
en conversations with the sales and 
marketing teams involved with the 
event is the second most important 
thing in the beginner’s guide to calcu-
lating ROI. These conversations allow 
teams to talk about what worked, what 
didn’t, and how they can improve for 
the next event. They also allow for 
more qualitative conversations about 
the event itself and whether the team 
should attend again. Whatever your 
goals were, they eventually should 
point to revenue. 

First, to calculate ROI on an event, you’ll need:

Pre-event baseline data

Post-event data

The total cost of attending the event

How to Calculate ROI on an 
Event

Divide your cost by the number of leads generated to get your cost 
per lead: $153.68. Compare this cost per lead to the cost per lead 
on your other channels, and you’ll begin to understand where and 
how events fit in as a marketing channel and the possible event ROI.

We’ll use a goal of “Generate 43 leads at the event through sign-up 
forms on the table” to demonstrate:

  Pre-Event   0 Sign Ups

  Post-Event Data   57 Leads Collected

  Total Cost   $8,760

https://www.summitsync.com/solutions/
https://www.summitsync.com/solutions/


Now you are equipped with the tools and knowledge to slay at the next 
conference or trade show you or your team attends! By establishing 
a process for how your sales and marketing teams approach events, 
you strengthen team accountability and will have data year-over-year 

performance can be tracked.

Conclusion


